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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you so much for joining me today! I am honored and thrilled to be able to geek out with you about data literacy. I hope by the end of this presentation you are as convinced as I am about the importance of data literacy, and you feel confidence taking steps to improve your team's and your own. I will make sure you get a copy of these slides too, so don’t worry if you see things you want to reference later



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to start with a story, all the way back in WWII.The Allies had a problem. Too many of their planes were getting shot down by the skilled and ferocious Luftwafte, and they risked losing control of the skies if they couldn't figure out how to keep their pilots safe and planes in the air. 



How do we better 
protect our planes?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So military asked, how do we better protect our planes? As you do when you have a hard problem, the officials took this question to the Statistical Research Group, a collection of the brightest mathematicians and scientists from around the world. They wanted to know where they should add armor their planes, since they couldn't add too much or the planes would get too heavy. They also didn’t have the resources or time to armor the whole plane. A directed and focused intervention to have the biggest impact.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You see, when bombers returned from their missions, they were often riddled with bullet holes. But these bullet holes didn't seem random - there were spots that were much more likely to have been hit than others. Here's my illustration of what they were seeing on those returning bombers. Fortunately, in a beautiful twist of ironic fate, these data landed on the desk of a Jewish Hungarian mathematician named Abraham Wald, who had be chased out of Europe by anti-semetic laws. He saw this data and knew just what to do. Ask yourself now: where would YOU put armor?
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Presentation Notes
If you said the places with high number of bullet holes, I'm afraid you're wrong. Wald thought about the data he was receiving, and he realized it was incomplete. And not randomly incomplete. The planes he could see where the ones that MADE IT BACK. The ones that got hit in places like the engines crashed - and thus were left out of the dataset he had. So the armor should go where the bullets weren't on those returning planes.Why tell you this story? Because Wald's brilliant insight had nothing to do with fancy math or complex algorithms. His insight came from his data literacy, from being able to understand the nature of his data, and to question what he was seeing. Anyone, not just a statistician, can - and should - notice the things that Wald did. Otherwise, we risk misreading the very information in front of us. 



Wald didn't have to:
• collect the data
• do complicated math 
• use fancy computer programs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you don't believe me, consider this: Wald was using data he didn't collect. He didn't use math to get there - and indeed there wasn't actually any formula he could have used to generate that insight for him. And there weren't computers or even digital calculators when he did this work. In other words, he didn't have to do ANY of the things we typically associate with analytics or data.But nonetheless, he had an insight that no one else had, because he was data literate. He knew how to read and understand data.I want to show you through this presentation that data literacy isn't what you might think it is, that you truly have an imperative to develop your own and other’s data literacy, and that doing so is simpler than you might imagine.



Who IAm
SCHOLAR
PhD from the University of 
Cambridge, UK

SCIENTIST
Researching across multiple 
continents

ENTREPRENUER
Founded and run Merakinos, an 
analytics education and data 
services company
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Presentation Notes
So who am I that I get to talk with you about data literacy?My name is Alexandra Mannerings. By training I am an epidemiologist - I earned my PhD chasing fruit bats across Ghana to see what risk there was of disease spilling over from the bats into the people who lived around the bats and hunted them. Through those experiences, as well as research I did in India on science education, and Kenya on ecological degradation, I learned early on how to ask AND creatively answer the questions that really were going to matter and make a difference - because I had few resources at my disposal. I had to focus on the few things that were really going to move the needle, and ignore the rest that I just didn't have capacity for. Since then, I've moved from a scientist working in the field to a scientist working with data. For a decade I applied my research skills to exploring everything from healthcare claims to income statements. But my passion lies in leveraging data plus people to transform the world. That's why I started Merakinos, a data services and analytic education company devoted to helping nonprofits and social enterprises amplify their impacts through data.



So what is 
Data Literacy...?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So let's get to the point: what do we even mean by data literacy? This seems like a simple question, but there are lots of definitions out there.



So what is
Data Literacy...?

literacy
[̍ lidərəsē, NOUN]

1. the ability to read and write.
2. competence or knowledge in a specified area.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let's start with the term "literacy."



The ability to create, 

understand, and apply 
analytics.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So if we add, "data" in front of "literacy", I believe what we get is "The ability to create, understand, and apply analytics."



Data literacy isn't:

"being a numbers person" 
only for technical staff 
unattainable

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This definition I use means that data literacy isn't about being a numbers person. It means that data literacy isn't limited to understanding p-values and regressions. And it most definitely DOES NOT mean that data literacy is only for a few special people that are somehow "smart enough" or "think that way" or have years of fancy training. 



Data literacy is a 
subset of 

literacy, and just 
as important.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Think about it. Nearly every aspect of modern life is a struggle if you are illiterate and can't read. This is still true for the subset of literacy we call "DATA literacy."The good news is that you are probably more data literate than you recognize, because we use data more often than we realize. The bad news is that you probably also misuse, and are used by, data and data systems more than you realize. And that's just one reason why data literacy is for everyone.



TYPES OF LITERACY
Fundamental

Contextual, Cultural

“In the end, the shadow is 
but a passing thing.”

Technical/Specialist

"The appendix it is a concentrate
of lymphoid tissue resembling Peyer's 

patches. It produces immunoglobulin A, 
regulates intestinal flora, and hosts 

commensal bacteria.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now some of you might be thinking, "hang on, I heard you say that data literacy included creating analytics, and that's definitely NOT ME!"Yes, because there are different levels of data literacy, just like there are different types and levels of word-based literacy. Do you go around saying "I can't read because I don't know Hebrew"? No. You only need to read Hebrew if you are a biblical scholar or observant Jew.Instead, we all have "fundamental" literacy. We can all read and understand words in our native language. And nearly all of us can add another layer of literacy to that, where we can understand not just the meaning of the words, but the cultural or contextual connotation of those words. My favorite line from Lord of the Rings says, "The shadow is just a passing thing." My five year old would ask, "Where's the shadow?" But we can understand the shadow as a metaphor. And many of us have some technical literacy in a very specific niche or domain, such as the ability to read and understand scientific journal articles, funding proposals or grants, or political bills. But something that makes sense to a doctor may not make sense to you. It doesn’t mean you aren’t literate.



TYPES OF DATA LITERACY

Fundamental skills to
find, read, and interpret

data.

Ability to interact with and 
apply data to complex 

decisions; synthesize data 
across multiple sources.

FOUNDATIONAL USER CREATOR

Confident

Shopper Informed

Citizen Frontline

Worker

Information Worker 

Manager/Leader

Data production 
knowledge; technical & 

specialist skills

Analyst 

Report Builder 

Data Scientist 

Data Manager
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Presentation Notes
Just like regular literacy, there similar major categories of data literacy.  Everyone needs foundational, many need user, and only a few need creator (and there will be different kinds of creators).Foundational is like being able to read in English. We all need to do that to get through our days. Foundational data literacy is what lets us price shop, interpret news, and do our daily jobs.User level data literacy is for those folks who need to read directly from analytic reports regularly to make decisions. For example, a nurse practitioner reading blood tests and screening results. Creator data literacy I think is what most people think all data literacy is about. But this is only needed for those who are actually doing the analytic work, like data scientists. 



SKILLS OF DATA LITERACY

FOUNDATIONAL USER CREATOR

• Arithmetic
• Comparisons
• Contextualization 
• Reading data viz
• Ask interpretation

questions
• Make a decision

• Critical questioning
• Reapplication
• Drilldowns, filters
• Extrapolation
• Recombination
• Generate simple data
• Basic manipulation

Advanced data 
generation 
Visualizations 
Analysis

Algorithms 
Statistics

Data quality control

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s illustrate this a little further by looking at the specific skills associated with Data Literacy and the different levels. We likely use nearly every foundation skill daily. What’s the chance of rain, and does that mean I need to bring a rain coat? The red, yellow, and green on your Google maps route – how does that impact where you choose to go?Comparisons involve more advanced concepts like understanding which metrics are appropriate to compare. For example, you wouldn’t want to compare prices of two hotels if they weren’t in the same currency, and it doesn’t make sense to compare weights of people who are different heights, but to instead use BMI for a more apples-to-apples comparison. Contextualizing data is being able look at two people’s BMIs and understand that a body builder and a model may have very different BMIs that would be appropriate. The user level applies to many jobs. Balancing a budget? Critical questions, recombining different data points, and extrapolating beyond the financial data in front of you are all critical. The creator skills again are not necessary for all of us to master. We can leave these ones to the specialists. My point in listing them out is that you can see they AREN’T part of the foundation and user levels.



Using 
Data Literacy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data literacy is just as necessary as word-based literacy. And just like reading and writing, data literacy is necessary in everyday life and professional life.I’d like to explore a little more how we can actually put data literacy to work.



EVERYDAY DATA LITERACY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Have you every experienced any of the following things?Have you ever struggled to decide whether it would be better to buy the honeycrisp apples for $2.99 a lb or the red delicious apples for 99c each?



EVERYDAY DATA LITERACY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Did you hesitate to drink coffee when a California judge ruled it contained a chemical known to cause cancer?



EVERYDAY DATA LITERACY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Did you question whether it was a good idea to give your child the MMR vaccine or to get the Covid or flu vaccine yourself?Every single one of these decisions you considered was impacted by your level of data literacy. 



EVERYDAY DATA LITERACY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Price comparisons at the grocery store are about being able to manage math on the fly and compare numbers with different contexts. It's also about understanding how your brain reacts to numbers - advertisers love to take advantage of things like anchoring, where you're more likely to consider a certain price if you were shown a higher price before.Understanding the latest cancer risk of coffee or bacon or green jelly beans involves understanding the fundamentals of probability (since cancer at its core is a random event) and how those chances are impacted by outside factors. It also helps to understand what we mean by relative vs absolute risk. As in, a 10 fold relative increase of risk sounds scary, but not if we're going from 1 in a million to 1 in 100,000 absolute risk. Lastly, the concerns of autism from MMR stem from two critical data literacy facts. The first is that data can be weaponized and falsified. People can lie with numbers like they lie with words. The scientist Wakefield manipulated his studies to show a risk from MMR vaccines - he effectively made it up. And we were predisposed to believe him because there is a correlation in the timing of when MMR is given to children and when the signs of autism appear. 



EVERYDAY DATA LITERACY

How does 
probability work?

Relative vs 
absolute risk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Understanding the latest cancer risk of coffee or bacon or green jelly beans involves understanding the basics of probability (as in, how likely is it that this bad thing will happen to me?) and how those chances are impacted by outside factors. It also helps to understand what we mean by relative vs absolute risk. A 10 times relative increase of risk of something like cancer sounds scary, but not if we're going from an absolute risk of 1 in a million to 1 in 100,000.



EVERYDAY DATA LITERACY

How does 
probability work?

Relative vs 
absolute risk

Can I recognize 
manipulated data?

Correlation vs.
causation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The concerns of autism from MMR stem from two critical data literacy facts. The first is that data can be weaponized and falsified. People can lie with numbers like they lie with words. The scientist Wakefield manipulated his studies to show a risk from MMR vaccines - he effectively made it up. And we were inclined to believe him because there is a correlation in the timing of when MMR is given to children and when the signs of autism appear. We as humans default to thinking that what we did right before a bad event happens must have caused it in some way. And data literacy can help fight that default.



How likely is a donor to respond to different 
kinds of appeals?

Did this new program move us closer to our 
mission? (Fewer hungry, fewer homeless, 
more cat adoptions...)

Are we sustainable? Can we last?

PROFESSIONAL DATA LITERACY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data literacy is also necessary for the questions and decisions we face every day in our nonprofits. How likely is a donor to respond to different kinds of appeals? Again, we need to understand probability, the likelihood that a person will do something, and causation, whether the thing I do impacts that chance. Did this new program move us closer to our mission? This involves defining an outcome, collecting data on that outcome, and comparing to what would have happened without the program.Are we sustainable? You need to be able to collect financial numbers, trend them over time, and predict those numbers in the future. 



Retain and support staff
Survive the rise of "Impact Investing" 
Steward your data resources 
Accomplish your mission

Why should orgs invest in
DATA LITERACY?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Okay. I really hope that at least one of those examples resonated with you about what data literacy is and why we all need it. That may be enough to also convince you why your organization, your teams should invest in increasing data literacy in your organization. But if not, here are just a few reasons why developing data literacy is a professional concern. 



• The Great Resignation is hitting hard 
• Resource limits squeeze salaries 
• Investing in your staff shows they matter
• Data literacy strengthens both job 

skills and life skills

THE IMPERATIVE

Retain Your Staff



Impact investing grew over 40% in the last 
year
Biggest foundations are requiring program 
evaluation
Successful evaluation - and implementation of 
findings - requires organizational data literacy

THE IMPERATIVE

Leverage Impact Investing



You have data 
It's valuable
Some of it belongs to others 
Responsibly managing data requires 
organizational data literacy

THE IMPERATIVE

Steward Your Data



Give yourself a navigational compass 
Reduce decision friction
Honor the investments you and donors make

THE IMPERATIVE

Accomplish Your Mission

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is just one of many reasons why data needs to be everyone’s job. If you’re the ‘data person’ at your org, you need to work hard (and likely thanklessly for a while) to make sure that there is acceptance and engagement in your data. In order to navigate with data, EVERYONE needs to agree on what the compass heading should be, to look at the compass heading, and to adjust course when it’s off. 



How can you
increase literacy?



What data do you have (internal and 
external)?
Where do your data live?
Where do your data come from? 
How are your data managed?
Who "owns" and who uses your data?

INCREASING LITERACY

Take a Data Inventory

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can't change, you can't use, you can't steward what you don't see. Make your data visible. You don't have to know what to do with it to just name and describe it. Also may need to follow with a security audit depending on the nature of your data.Mention the template on the website!



Who is - and isn’t - in your data?
How complete are your data?
What context is needed to correctly interpret 
the data?
Are there specific limitations/‘no-go’ areas?

INCREASING LITERACY

Document Your 
Missing Planes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What are your ‘missing planes’ in the data that people might forget about? Eg claims data and missing tPA or mental health DX codes. If your survey is telephone-based, who is getting left out? You may not know all the answers about a dataset, especially if it’s external. But getting comfortable asking these questions can lead you to who DOES know the answers. 



• What information do people currently use?
• For what? 

• Are they using it appropriately?

• What do they need or wish they had?
• What barriers are there to getting or using data?

• Awareness? 

• Confidence or permission?

• Specific skills/training or tools?

INCREASING LITERACY

Do a Gap Analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You looked at what you have, and how it should be used. So you can check to see what people ARE using, and if they are using it appropriately. Once you know what you have AND what people want, you can often connect already-existing data to people who just didn’t know it existed! Or there may be something else that is stopping them from getting the information they need to do their job even better. Maybe the data are there, but they are in a raw form, and no one has the right tools or training to process them. Maybe the data are there but at the wrong time – too late for what is needed. It’s not enough to know the gap, you need to know WHY it’s a gap so that you can look for an appropriate solution. The reason this analysis is important for data literacy is that many times the barrier may be a literacy gap rather than a technological or data gap. If someone feels it’s not their job or that they ‘don’t know enough’ to get into the data they need, no amount of fancy dashboard software will fix that. Within the specific skills and training, think about assessing the data literacy knowledge of you or your team. 



Data are everyone’s job
"Data & Donuts Day," lunch & learns 
Formally set aside time in key decision- making 
meetings for data discussions 
Create reference cards with recurring analytic 
questions around your topics

INCREASING LITERACY

Socialize Data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Participatory data analysis for yourself! 



• Explicitly design and assign this role
• Official data staff mentor ‘citizen’ data staff
• Invest ($, time) in training
• Facilitate information dissemination,

engagement, and impact
• Connect with frontline experts

INCREASING LITERACY

Develop a Data 
Ambassador Program



Share data manuals and maps 
Create a shared vocabulary and 
understanding
Update staff as new data develop 
Avoid "I didn't know that data existed!"
Preserve institutional knowledge

INCREASING LITERACY

Include in Onboarding 
& Regular Training

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Protect against loss of institutional knowledge by formalizing what needs to be done, and making sure each new generation of workers can help.



It’s ok not to know something!
Self-education takes time and effort 

Does your team have extra...?
A coach or trainer can be more efficient and 
reduce frustration 
Share the investment across the org

INCREASING LITERACY

Bring in a Trainer



Data That Won the War

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Statistical Research Group contributed many insights that undoubtably contributed to the Allies’ success in the war. And that group engaged in many of the activities we have talked about here to produce all that incredible information. The group unabashedly pulled from all walks of life and domains, bringing together academics and practitioners, industry captains and interns from economics, statistics, military, manufacturing, mathematics, physics and more. More senior members mentors junior ones. They respected each area of expertise and engaged heavily in participatory data analysis and ambassadorship. A memoir of the group discussed how many brilliant ideas and breakthroughs came during the lunchtime hour, when everyone would ostensibly stop working and go eat together. But the conversations that happened as they socializing their data problems got them over barriers and unstuck and helped them see things they were missing. They would routinely take stock and share what each was working on so that everyone would know what data were out there should you need it for your own projects. And there was an unquestioning understanding that the information they generated would be used immediately to drive decisions on the battlefield. I would argue that what each of you do every day is as important as winning world war II. You too are saving lives. You too are fighting for freedom and equality. You too are making sure critical support and supplies are where they are needed most. You too are trying to figure out how to accomplish what sometimes seems like an impossible goal with limited resources. So I would also argue that your need to engage with data is as important and pressing as the Allies was. They diverted precious resources to fund the Statistical Research Group. I believe you should equally invest in data. And I firmly and passionately believe that the best investment in data you can make is in the data literacy of your entire organization. 



Resources
HEART, SOUL & DATA
A podcast for community organizations getting started with data. On all
the platforms or www.heartsouldata.com.

GET THE SLIDES & MORE
www.merakinos.com/data-days-cle

MERAKINOS
Visit me and my company at www.merakinos.com

EMAIL
aokm@merakinos.com

http://www.heartsouldata.com/
http://www.merakinos.com/data-days-cle
http://www.merakinos.com/
mailto:aokm@merakinos.com
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